
I am surprised and disappointed to see that we are fighting for our neighborhood again, we were told 2 
years ago when we made it very clear that we are dead set against any development of Rolling Hills. We 
were told at a minumum this wouldn`t even be discussed for at least 5 years. Why is this open for 
debate before these 5 years are up? 

I see that the lots that butt against Clair rd are designated for rezoning for medium density, and are on 
the city’s imminent chopping block. This 100% will start a domino effect that will negatively impact all of 
us.  

Neighbouring homes will be next up to go through this impact and will also now suffer through years of 
construction noise and dust.  

I recall mayor Cam telling us that Guelph needs to meet certain growth goals or we do not receive 
provincial grants.  Have we asked the citizens of Guelph to weigh in on this particular issue? Do the 
people of Guelph want to force this population growth in our city? Infrastructure in our city is a 
nightmare, do we want to make that even worse?!  

Have any of you tried driving on Clair rd east of the Keg around 5:00pm lately, or anywhere on Victoria 
between Arkell and Clair? This is the primary route for all 18 wheelers heading to any part of the 
commercial/factorys on the east end, and it`s single lane! Do we really want to increase our population 
and congestion in this area? 

Guelph needs places for families who are looking at higher end homes. Guelph needs communities that 
attract owners of companies, CEO’s, doctors to encourage growth and development and provide job 
opportunities. Canada is getting more rich people every day and that trend won`t stop, they`re actually 
getting richer faster, these people want propertys like Rolling hills and our 4 acre estate lots offer the 
privacy and comfort surroundings that they will be looking for. Other cities already provide these 
communities.  

We will need more areas like rolling hills  and estate subdivisions, not less. 

We have 6 kids, we are in our 40`s, we plan on growing old in our home in rolling hills. We are 100% 
opposed to any development or rezoning ever in rolling hills! We will fight and spend whatever it takes 
to keep rolling hills out of this development and any future developments!  

Jason and Amanda Martin,    Carlaw place 


